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The one thing Rose Trent, Dowager Countess of
Bentley, ever wanted was freedom. Now it's within
her grasp. Or it was, until she was kidnapped on the
very first holiday she'd ever taken. What should have
been traumatic has turned into the most adventurous
time in her life, aided by a most unlikely Scot.
Unfortunately, she only has a fortnight to thoroughly
enjoy herself before her stepson shows up to pay the
ransom. Laird Aiden MacGregor usually thinks through
everything before taking action. Order is necessary to
the running of a successful business and home. But,
one simple rash action throws everything into
disorder. He hadn't been the one to kidnap the
delightful and beautiful Lady Bentley, but he'd be the
one to pay the price. As such, he decides to spend the
last days on Earth making everything right with his
family, securing their future, and spending every
moment he can with Rose before he swings from the
gallows. With a word from her, or perhaps promise,
his neck might be saved, but at what cost and is Rose
willing to save him?

Save the Earth It's the Only Planet with
Cows
Save the Earth.it's the only planet we have! Great
notebook for students and adults who love to recycle,
hate global warming & climate change, & want to go
green! Say Hooray & Happy Earth Day with this cute
conservation journal for the April 22 holiday or
everyday! Protect the environment! This cool
notebook makes the perfect gift for kids or adults
featuring a cute cows! There is plenty of room inside
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for writing
notes, ideas, stories, to-do lists, recipes,
grocery lists, homework, drawing, sketching and
more! This super cute book can be used as a as a
notebook, journal, diary, composition book,
sketchbook, doodle diary, dream journal, and much
more. This awesome notebook features 120 6" x 9"
sized pages (60 sheets) of lined, wide ruled paper and
a bright, full-color glossy soft cover. This cute
notebook is the perfect gift for so many occasions!
This journal is perfect for birthday gifts for all ages,
Christmas gifts, stocking stuffers, white elephant,
graduation gifts for students, or in a teacher's gift
basket! Kids, teens and adults will love this cute
journal!

Save the Congo, to Stop World War III
Two stolen Pakistani nuclear bombs, a conspiracy to
manipulate the global market in rare earths and a plot
to assassinate the President of the United States. It's
going to be a busy week for Ali Monpour, special
investigator for the National Security Advisor.Rare
Earths is a fast-paced political thriller ripped from
today's headlines! Action and intrigue intertwine from
the deserts of Balochistan to the halls of power in
Washington, D.C.

Cows Save the Planet
The Lilean Chronicles: Book One ~
Redemption
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role in ecology and the economy, and
reveals how treating soil in an environmentally
sensitive way can bring about positive changes with
respect to climate change, biodiversity loss, obesity,
and other crises.

Water in Plain Sight
Four clairvoyant Earthlings are summoned to a distant
galaxy, to assist an abducted race of humans;
struggling to defeat an invasion of astral entities. This
epic sci-fi/fantasy draws us out of ordinary reality and
into multiple worlds of extraterrestrial beauty, fabled
history, and life-and-death stakes. Read and be
transported.

Defending Beef
Holistic management considers humans, their
economies, and the environment as inseparable. At
the heart of the approach lies a simple testing
process that enables people to make decisions that
simultaneously consider economic, social and
environmental realities, both short- and long-term. A
useful handbook for anyone involved with land
management and stewardship.

Mad Cowboy
Glitch Mitchell and the Unseen Planet
This adult coloring book contains 40 fantastic Cow
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in paisley, henna and mandala style
designs that are designed to promote stress relief and
relaxation. This coloring book for adults is a fantastic
item for people who love Cows, and contains a variety
of designs based on cows, everyone's favourite
farmyard animal. The Cow coloring book is great buy
for beginners and coloring book enthusiasts alike, that
enjoy coloring mandala, paisley and henna style
images, and it is designed for people of any coloring
skill level. Therefore this Cow coloring book for grown
ups makes a great gift or buy for any Cow lover who
is either looking to start coloring, or someone who is
already experienced in coloring books for grown-ups.
The coloring pages within this book range in
complexity, with bigger easier to color designs to
more complex, detailed Henna and Paisley designs
based on the cow breeds of the world. Not only has
this book been designed to help allow the user to
relieve stress, but also helps to promote creative
expression by containing a variety of different styles,
patterns and designs for you to color. This coloring
book for grown ups great value for money, but the
images inside the book are compiled by different
artists, this helps to ensure a variety of styles and
designs. The designs on the coloring pages inside this
book are printed single sided to not only prevent
bleed through, meaning this book is appropriate for a
range of different coloring mediums, such as felt tips,
coloring pencils, crayons and many more. But also
allows the user to remove the pages for hanging or
framing purposes without risking the loss of any of
the other designs. While this coloring book was
designed with stress relief for adults in mind, this
book is also suitable for people of all ages.
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We Are the Weather
"Will one of the biggest and bloodiest economic wars
of human history decide the future order of the global
community?" Bartolomeu Capita's powerful book
launches an in-depth exploration of this prescient
question posed by Milo Rau, and though the truth
might be painful, Capita's solution is enormously
empowering. Digging into the disgraceful history of
plunder and looting in the Congo Basin, Save the
Congo to Stop World War III shines a much-needed
light onto the sadistic hidden agenda behind the
present plight of the region-and charts a bold course
forward for Africans everywhere. Capita shows
racism, exclusion, and theft of black heritage are the
drivers of the violence and poverty plaguing the
Congo and the perpetrators have assigned Angolawith its vast oil riches under the leadership of the
puppet couple Isabel dos Santos and Sindika Dokoloas the mercenary charged with exterminating the
native population, leaving the natural resources free
for the taking. Although the early stages of WWIII are
in motion, it's not too late to change course. It is time
for the black race to rise to the occasion and, through
self-awareness and reempowerment, become the
solution to creating a better world on a global scale.

Tackling Climate Change Through
Livestock
For decades it has been nearly universal dogma
among environmentalists that livestock--goats, sheep,
and others, but especially cattle--are Public Enemy
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They erode soils, pollute air and water,
damage riparian areas, and decimate wildlife
populations. The UN's Food and Agriculture
Organization bolstered the credibility of this notion
with its 2007 report that declared livestock to be the
single largest contributor to human-generated climatechange emissions. But is the matter really so clear
cut? Hardly. In her new book, Defending Beef,
environmental lawyer turned rancher Nicolette Hahn
Niman argues that cattle are not inherently bad for
the Earth. The impact of grazing can be either
negative or positive, depending on how livestock are
managed. In fact, with proper oversight livestock can
actually play an essential role in maintaining
grassland ecosystems by performing the same
functions as the natural herbivores that once roamed
and grazed there. She shows how dispersed, grassbased, smaller-scale farms can and should become
the basis for American food production. And while no
single book could definitively answer the thorny
question of how to feed the Earth's growing
population, Defending Beef makes the case that,
whatever the world's future food system looks like,
livestock can and must be part of the solution.

Cowed: The Hidden Impact of 93 Million
Cows on America’s Health, Economy,
Politics, Culture, and Environment
In a time of uncertainty about our environmental
future—an eye-opening global tour of some of the
most wounded places on earth, and stories of how a
passionate group of eco-restorers is leading the way
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journalist Judith D. Schwartz takes us first to China’s
Loess Plateau, where a landmark project has
successfully restored a blighted region the size of
Belgium, lifting millions of people out of poverty. She
journeys on to Norway, where a young indigenous
reindeer herder challenges the most powerful
orthodoxies of conservation—and his own
government. And in the Middle East, she follows the
visionary work of an ambitious young American as he
attempts to re-engineer the desert ecosystem, using
plants as his most sophisticated technology. Schwartz
explores regenerative solutions across a range of
landscapes: deserts, grasslands, tropics, tundra,
Mediterranean. She also highlights various human
landscapes, the legacy of colonialism and industrial
agriculture, and the endurance of indigenous
knowledge. The Reindeer Chronicles demonstrates
how solutions to seemingly intractable problems can
come from the unlikeliest of places, and how the
restoration of local water, carbon, nutrient, and
energy cycles can play a dramatic role in stabilizing
the global climate. Ultimately, it reveals how much is
in our hands if we can find a way to work together
and follow nature’s lead.

The Fourth Marker
"An important and groundbreaking contribution to the
struggle for the welfare of animals." -- Yuval Harari,
New York Times best-selling author of Sapiens: A Brief
History of Humankind The book offers an absorbing
look at why and how humans can so wholeheartedly
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to certain animals and then allow
others to suffer needlessly, especially those
slaughtered for our consumption. Social psychologist
Melanie Joy explores the many ways we numb
ourselves and disconnect from our natural empathy
for farmed animals. She coins the term "carnism" to
describe the belief system that has conditioned us to
eat certain animals and not others. In Why We Love
Dogs, Eat Pigs, and Wear Cows, Joy investigates
factory farming, exposing how cruelly the animals are
treated, the hazards that meatpacking workers face,
and the environmental impact of raising 10 billion
animals for food each year. Controversial and
challenging, this book will change the way you think
about food forever. "An absorbing examination of why
humans feel affection and compassion for certain
animals but are callous to the suffering of others." Publishers Weekly "I think Gandhi would have loved
Why We Love Dogs, Eat Pigs, and Wear Cows,. For
this is a book that can change the way you think and
change the way you live. It will lead you from denial
to awareness, from passivity to action, and from
resignation to hope." - John Robbins, author of Diet for
a New America and The Food Revolution

Rare Earths
Cows for Kids, Cow Fun and Facts, is a fun filled
learning experience about cattle. It's chock-full of
beautiful photos of various breeds, colors, sizes, and
ages of cattle. It's fun because you can tell what the
cows are thinking! They have quite a sense of humor.
It's educational as facts are interspersed with the
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cows are featured with actual photos of
cows lining up to get milked and the actual milking
operation. It is udderly fascinating and educational!
Since calves are so cute, there is an abundance of
pictures of calves ranging from newborn to several
weeks old. You'll learn what it takes for a newborn calf
to be healthy. You will also get to see young people
grooming and preparing their animals for show. These
4-H and FFA youngsters are learning what it takes to
care for and even breed cattle. When show time
comes you can see the results. The last section of this
book shows how Werkoven Dairy and Qualco Energy
have teamed up to provide an environmentally
friendly farm that uses the manure to benefit farmers,
fishermen, and families. “This book is a great learning
tool.” — Qualco Energy Board of directorsFor added
enjoyment, a fun quiz is at the end of the book. Be
careful, there may be some trick questions.Malinda is
an accomplished author of many children's books.
She lives in Mississippi. Ray Ruppert lives in western
Washington where most of these pictures were taken.
This is the second book that Malinda Mitchell and Ray
Ruppert have produced together.

Purple Cow
This new collection of cartoons is a bovine celebration
of the author's fascination with cows.

Temple Grandin
A gateway to another world. A lucky contest winner.
An adventure across the cosmos! Dwayne "Glitch"
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MitchellDhas
always been obsessed with space. When
he learns that NASA has discovered an alien gateway,
he's the first to enter a contest to see the incredible
phenomenon. Glitch wins and he travels deep within
the Colorado Rockies to get a peek. He's in awe, but
he's also in danger. As project head Dr. Zheng
discusses the gateway, an armed man calling himself
John Smith takes Zheng hostage and causes an
explosion. When the rubble clears, Glitch is alive but
trapped with Air Force Captain Scarlett Anderson on
the other side of the gateway! Far from home on an
alien world, Glitch and Anderson must find Zheng
before the planet's inhabitants can eat, crush, drown,
or execute them. Even if they can escape in one
piece, will they still have a home to come back to?
Glitch Mitchell and the Unseen Planet is a sci-fi
adventure that features exotic alien worlds and fastpaced suspense. If you liked the wild adventures of
Flash Gordon, you'll love this thrill-ride throughout the
universe! Buy Glitch Mitchell to follow a new hero's
adventures through space today!

Cows Save the Planet
In We Are the Weather, Jonathan Safran Foer explores
the central global dilemma of our time in a surprising,
deeply personal, and urgent new way. Some people
reject the fact, overwhelmingly supported by
scientists, that our planet is warming because of
human activity. But do those of us who accept the
reality of human-caused climate change truly believe
it? If we did, surely we would be roused to act on what
we know. Will future generations distinguish between
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didn’t believe in the science of global
warming and those who said they accepted the
science but failed to change their lives in response?
The task of saving the planet will involve a great
reckoning with ourselves—with our all-too-human
reluctance to sacrifice immediate comfort for the sake
of the future. We have, he reveals, turned our planet
into a farm for growing animal products, and the
consequences are catastrophic. Only collective action
will save our home and way of life. And it all starts
with what we eat—and don’t eat—for breakfast.

Lady Admired
With a supernatural undercurrent, The Fourth Marker
is the story of an elderly man, Gabriel Townsend,
whose spirit is being crushed between the metaphoric
anvil of his pragmatic views and the falling hammer of
his wife's pending death. The story revolves around a
family, the Townsends, whose heritage is partly
Native American.The United States' Indian Removal
Act of 1830, which resulted in the Trail of Tears
episode in American history, required all indigenous
people, with few exceptions, to leave their tribal lands
in the southeast and east, along the eastern
seaboard. Some Lenape (Delaware) tribal members
on the Delmarva Peninsula as well as other areas in
the east, defied the government and remained on
their ancestral lands, hiding from authorities in the
Great Pocomoke Forest, outlying islands, and swamps
on the southern peninsula.A conscious decision to
"hide in plain sight" or not, they eventually
intermarried and bred with local whites, AfricanPage 12/30
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and mulattoes. Many families whose ties
to Delmarva date back a hundred years or more share
a heritage with those aboriginal people; however, the
prejudice and racial bias of a bygone era caused
many to ignore – even deny – their lineage.In the
story, while a child on the family farm during the
Great Depression, Gabe Townsend rejected legends of
his Native American ancestors and ignored
miraculous cures of family members. Gabe's halfbreed grandfather, Noopah, tried to teach him tribal
legends and the old ways, explaining that, after most
Indians had been killed or driven from their lands by
the Army and settlers, tribal elders returned to their
lands in spirit form after their deaths. They dwelled at
a sacred hill on the family's land and protected their
descendants from early death and white man's
diseases.During those years, three family members
were cured of life-threatening diseases, but Gabe's
mother blindly credited their recoveries to the
nascent field of modern medicine. After each
recovery, a person of evil character and not of tribal
blood disappeared, followed by the mysterious
appearance of a wood marker on the sacred tribal hill.
Yet, despite those events and Noopah's words, Gabe
adhered to his mother's intractable views.Now facing
the loss of his wife, he relives his childhood memories,
guided by the spirit of his grandfather from beyond –
well beyond – the grave. Finally understanding the
truth of long ago, he decides to beg the tribal spirits
to take his life in exchange for his wife's, aware that a
fourth marker would signify his own life – and
death.As Gabe's father noted, "some understand only
what they see; others see only what they
understand." The Fourth Marker highlights this most
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vices against the backdrop of Native
American legends with ample helpings of farm life
during the Great Depression.

Why We Love Dogs, Eat Pigs, and Wear
Cows: 10th Anniversary Edition
Told by the man who kicked off the infamous lawsuit
between Oprah and the cattlemen, Mad Cowboy is an
impassioned account of the highly dangerous
practices of the cattle and dairy industries. Howard
Lyman's testimony on The Oprah Winfrey Show
revealed the deadly impact of the livestock industry
on our well-being. It not only led to Oprah's
declaration that she'd never eat a burger again, it
sent shock waves through a concerned and
vulnerable public. A fourth-generation Montana
rancher, Lyman investigated the use of chemicals in
agriculture after developing a spinal tumor that nearly
paralyzed him. Now a vegetarian, he blasts through
the propaganda of beef and dairy interests—and the
government agencies that protect them—to expose
an animal-based diet as the primary cause of cancer,
heart disease, and obesity in this country. He warns
that the livestock industry is repeating the mistakes
that led to Mad Cow disease in England while
simultaneously causing serious damage to the
environment. Persuasive, straightforward, and full of
the down-home good humor and optimism of a son of
the soil, Mad Cowboy is both an inspirational story of
personal transformation and a convincing call to
action for a plant-based diet—for the good of the
planet and the health of us all.
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Cows for Kids Cow Fun and Facts
Carrying the Chalice Forward and Other
Secret Stories of North America
From leading ecology advocates, a revealing look at
our dependence on cows and a passionate appeal for
sustainable living. In Cowed, globally recognized
environmentalists Denis and Gail Boyer Hayes offer a
revealing analysis of how our beneficial, centuries-old
relationship with bovines has evolved into one that
now endangers us. Long ago, cows provided food and
labor to settlers taming the wild frontier and helped
the loggers, ranchers, and farmers who shaped the
country’s landscape. Our society is built on the backs
of bovines who indelibly stamped our culture, politics,
and economics. But our national herd has doubled in
size over the past hundred years to 93 million, with
devastating consequences for the country’s soil and
water. Our love affair with dairy and hamburgers
doesn’t help either: eating one pound of beef
produces a greater carbon footprint than burning a
gallon of gasoline. Denis and Gail Hayes begin their
story by tracing the co-evolution of cows and humans,
starting with majestic horned aurochs, before taking
us through the birth of today’s feedlot farms and the
threat of mad cow disease. The authors show how
cattle farming today has depleted America’s largest
aquifer, created festering lagoons of animal waste,
and drastically increased methane production. In their
quest to find fresh solutions to our bovine problem,
the authors take us to farms across the country from
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Vermont
Washington. They visit worm ranchers
who compost cow waste, learn that feeding cows
oregano yields surprising benefits, talk to sustainable
farmers who care for their cows while contributing to
their communities, and point toward a future in which
we eat less, but better, beef. In a deeply researched,
engagingly personal narrative, Denis and Gail Hayes
provide a glimpse into what we can do now to provide
a better future for cows, humans, and the world we
inhabit. They show how our relationship with cows is
part of the story of America itself.

Goat Science
When Temple Grandin was born, her parents knew
that she was different. Years later she was diagnosed
with autism. While Temple’s doctor recommended a
hospital, her mother believed in her. Temple went to
school instead. Today, Dr. Temple Grandin is a
scientist and professor of animal science at Colorado
State University. Her world-changing career
revolutionized the livestock industry. As an advocate
for autism, Temple uses her experience as an
example of the unique contributions that autistic
people can make. This compelling biography
complete with Temple’s personal photos takes us
inside her extraordinary mind and opens the door to a
broader understanding of autism.

Ephaidria
Water scarcity is on everyone's mind. Long taken for
granted, water availability has become dependent on
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economics,
politics, and people's food and lifestyle
choices. But as anxiety mounts--and even as a swath
of California farmland has been left fallow, and
extremist groups worldwide exploit the desperation of
people losing livelihoods to desertification--many are
finding new routes to water security with key
implications for food access, economic resilience, and
climate change. Water does not perish, nor does it
require millions of years to form as do fossil fuels.
However water is always on the move and we must
learn to work with its natural movement. In this
timely, important book, Judith D. Schwartz presents a
refreshing perspective on water that transcends zerosum thinking. By allying with the water cycle, we can
revive lush, productive landscapes, like the river in
rural Zimbabwe that now flows miles further than it
has in living memory thanks to restorative grazing;
the fruit-filled food forest in Tucson, Arizona, grown by
harvesting urban wastewater; or the mini-oasis in
West Texas nourished by dew. Animated by stories
from around the globe, Water In Plain Sight is an
inspiring reminder that fixing the future of our drying
planet involves understanding what makes natural
systems thrive.

Cattle-ranch to College
The whole world can change in 24 hours. ******* Letta
Roberts, a young Philadelphia detective, is tracking a
villain who abducts young girls and sells them in an
underground market. The department has given her
one more chance to uncover the identity of this
elusive kingpin, and she's determined to find this
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worthless
rat and make him pay. Strange weather is
brewing, and Letta hopes to use the coming storm as
a distraction to catch the kidnapper out in the open.
But when the storm dumps magic instead of rain, the
city plunges into chaos and Letta gains power she
never knew existed. Now she's a target for the very
man she hoped to capture. Can she adapt to magic in
time to save herself and the life of his next victim, a
twelve-year-old girl?

Sacred Cow
The journalist and author of The Food Revolution
offers a collection of essays on food politics,
sustainability, and revolution. With words like food
additives, GMOs, and Big Food buzzing around, it’s
getting harder to choose what to eat. Even the most
well-informed eaters could learn a thing or two about
real food and the food system. Gathering and
updating articles from his Huffington Post column,
celebrated food politics journalist John Robbins
presents his most recent observations along with
never before published material. With commentaries
on what we should and shouldn’t eat, Robbins brings
us to the frontlines of today’s food revolution. From
his undercover investigations of feedlots and
slaughterhouses, to the slave trade behind chocolate
and coffee, he gives readers a look into the
importance of working for a more compassionate and
environmentally responsible world. In No Happy Cows,
you’ll learn about: · Greed and salmonella · Soy and
Alzheimer's · Vitaminwater deception · And much
more!
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No Happy Cows
A new edition of the book that launched Elizabeth
Kolbert's career as an environmental writer-updated
with three new chapters, making it, yet again,
"irreplaceable" (Boston Globe). Elizabeth Kolbert's
environmental classic Field Notes from a Catastrophe
first developed out of a groundbreaking, National
Magazine Award-winning three-part series in The New
Yorker. She expanded it into a still-concise yet richly
researched and damning book about climate change:
a primer on the greatest challenge facing the world
today. But in the years since, the story has continued
to develop; the situation has become more dire, even
as our understanding grows. Now, Kolbert returns to
the defining book of her career. She has added a
chapter bringing things up-to-date on the existing
text, plus three new chapters--on ocean acidification,
the tar sands, and a Danish town that's gone carbon
neutral--making it, again, a must-read for our
moment.

The Adventures of Mindy Moo Cow on
Smiling Face Farm
From the Publisher: Jonathan Safran Foer spent much
of his teenage and college years oscillating between
omnivore and vegetarian. But on the brink of
fatherhood-facing the prospect of having to make
dietary choices on a child's behalf-his casual
questioning took on an urgency. His quest for answers
ultimately required him to visit factory farms in the
middle of the night, dissect the emotional ingredients
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his childhood, and probe some of his
most primal instincts about right and wrong. Brilliantly
synthesizing philosophy, literature, science, memoir
and his own detective work, Eating Animals explores
the many fictions we use to justify our eating habitsfrom folklore to pop culture to family traditions and
national myth-and how such tales can lull us into a
brutal forgetting. Marked by Foer's profound moral
ferocity and unvarying generosity, as well as the
vibrant style and creativity that made his previous
books, Everything is Illuminated and Extremely Loud
and Incredibly Close, widely loved, Eating Animals is a
celebration and a reckoning, a story about the stories
we've told-and the stories we now need to tell.

Holistic Resource Management
It is always a pleasure to avoid responsibility and it
gives me a feeling of relief to be able to announce
that I am not wholly responsible for this collection.
When it was suggested that I should put together the
articles dealing with the Red Cow, and the other farm
animals, I felt reluctant to trouble the public with a
somewhat frivolous book at the present time. It
seemed as if Fate were with me for when it was
decided to go on with the book it was found that my
file of clippings had been lost. But the matter was still
urged and, remembering that at different times
readers had written to me saying that they were in
the habit of clipping the articles for future reference, I
published a paragraph telling of my predicament. The
result was that I received clippings from all parts of
Canada and some were even sent from neighbouring
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Through
the kindness of my unknown friends I
am able to offer a book which they have really edited.
Some of the sketches used would have been rejected
had I relied on my own judgment, but finding that
they had pleased some readers I decided that they
might please others. Having the chance to shift the
responsibility for the book from my own shoulders, I
accepted it joyously. The unknown friends who did me
the honour of preserving these articles as they
appeared are the real editors.

The Power of Light
"Within a day of receiving this book, I had consumed
it Absorbing, moving, and compulsively
readable."--Lydia Davis In this affectionate, heartwarming chronicle, Rosamund Young distills a lifetime
of organic farming wisdom, describing the surprising
personalities of her cows and other animals At her
famous Kite's Nest Farm in Worcestershire, England,
the cows (as well as sheep, hens, and pigs) all roam
free. They make their own choices about rearing,
grazing, and housing. Left to be themselves, the cows
exhibit temperaments and interests as diverse as our
own. "Fat Hat" prefers men to women; "Chippy
Minton" refuses to sleep with muddy legs and always
reports to the barn for grooming before bed; "Jake"
has a thing for sniffing the carbon monoxide fumes of
the Land Rover exhaust pipe; and "Gemima" greets
all humans with an angry shake of the head and is
fiercely independent. An organic farmer for decades,
Young has an unaffected and homely voice. Her prose
brims with genuine devotion to the wellbeing of
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animals.
of us never apprehend the various
inner lives animals possess, least of all those that we
might eat. But Young has spent countless hours
observing how these creatures love, play games, and
form life-long friendships. She imparts hard-won
wisdom about the both moral and real-world benefits
of organic farming. (If preserving the dignity of
animals isn't a good enough reason for you, consider
how badly factory farming stunts the growth of
animals, producing unhealthy and tasteless food.)
This gorgeously-illustrated book, which includes an
original introduction by the legendary British
playwright Alan Bennett, is the summation of a life's
work, and a delightful and moving tribute to the deep
richness of animal sentience.

The War Inside
The end of the world is only just the beginning. So
eighteen-year-old Thea discovers when her solitary
life on a dying Earth is shattered by a mysterious
dream, a devastating choice, and a strange gift that
propels her on a journey towards the restoration of all
mankind. Thea is bitter and alone, just like everyone
else left eking out an existence on a sunless, cloudcovered Earth. A terrifying dream convinces her to
save the life of sixteen-year old Viviana, who has a
deadly infection, as well as a freakish patch of
glowing skin over her heart. When this light spreads
to Thea, causing her palms to glow, she is forced to
trust Caden, an arrogant, lazy, and annoyingly
handsome boy she utterly despises. Caden has a map
to the last city on Earth, and the only place that might
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for both Viv's infection and the strange
light on Thea's hands. As the trio embark on a journey
through the barren wilderness, Thea and Caden
discover, and try to fight, their mounting attraction to
each other. Along the way they are joined by Rain,
Naomi, and Enoch who explain that the light is not a
curse, but a powerful gift meant to heal the polluted
Earth and reconnect the remnants of humanity. When
the group learns that Viv is the key to this planet-wide
redemption, and that there are deadly shadows who
will do anything to keep humans in the darkness
forever, they each must make the difficult decision to
help Viv fulfill her destinyand save the world. Don't
miss THE WAR INSIDE, an exciting young adult
dystopian/fantasy novel by debut author M. Kircher.

Eating Animals
Eleven-year-old Max Silver, a.k.a. Maximum Boy, and
his older sister Tiffany, who has recently gained super
powers she almost knows how to use, must save the
world from cows from space who have returned to
Earth to check up on their colonies.

Field Notes from a Catastrophe
The Secret Life of Cows
A single baby, born to save a world. Two ancient
prophecies, both foretelling the extinction of a race.
Two sides racing to their appointment with destiny. A
leader of men, determined to outwit the foretelling of
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his doom,
leads his people in a sickening massacre to
secure the continuation of his race. A single man,
troubled with nightmares and voices in dreams,
worries for his sanity as his life crumbles around him.
Alone and friendless, Vincent escapes to isolated
freedom, the loneliness forcing him to succumb to the
terrifying nightmares and finally, to listen to the
voices in the dreams. Many worlds away across the
aching void, Farra listens to the voices in her own
dreams, and embarks upon a perilous journey to bring
truth and justice to one troubled soul struggling to
find a purpose. The child that is now a man must face
his nemesis and end the tide of evil that laid waste his
world as he took his first breath. The voices in the
dreams lead them on a journey through space and
time, from world to world in a desperate struggle for
truth, justice, life.

Effect of Environment on Nutrient
Requirements of Domestic Animals
Goat science covers quite a wide range and varieties
of topics, from genetics and breeding, via nutrition,
production systems, reproduction, milk and meat
production, animal health and parasitism, etc., up to
the effects of goat products on human health. In this
book, several parts of them are presented within 18
different chapters. Molecular genetics and genetic
improvement of goats are the new approaches of
goat development. Several factors affect the passage
rate of digesta in goats, but for diet properties, goats
are similar to other ruminants. Iodine deficiency in
goats could be dangerous. Assisted reproduction
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techniques
have similar importance in goats like in
other ruminants. Milk and meat production traits of
goats are almost equally important and have
significant positive impacts on human health. Many
factors affect the health of goats, heat stress being of
increasing importance. Production systems could
modify all of the abovementioned characteristics of
goats.

Taking Earth
You're either a Purple Cow or you're not. You're either
remarkable or invisible. Make your choice. What do
Apple, Starbucks, Dyson and Pret a Manger have in
common? How do they achieve spectacular growth,
leaving behind former tried-and-true brands to gasp
their last? The old checklist of P's used by marketers Pricing, Promotion, Publicity - aren't working anymore.
The golden age of advertising is over. It's time to add
a new P - the Purple Cow. Purple Cow describes
something phenomenal, something counterintuitive
and exciting and flat-out unbelievable. In his new
bestseller, Seth Godin urges you to put a Purple Cow
into everything you build, and everything you do, to
create something truly noticeable. It's a manifesto for
anyone who wants to help create products and
services that are worth marketing in the first place.

Old Earth
We’re told that if we care about our health—or our
planet—eliminating red meat from our diets is crucial.
That beef is bad for us and cattle farming is horrible
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is framed as the most environmentally destructive
and least healthy of meats. We’re often told that the
only solution is to reduce or quit red meat entirely.
But despite what anti-meat groups, vegan celebrities,
and some health experts say, plant-based agriculture
is far from a perfect solution. In Sacred Cow,
registered dietitian Diana Rodgers and former
research biochemist and New York Times bestselling
author Robb Wolf explore the quandaries we face in
raising and eating animals—focusing on the largest
(and most maligned) of farmed animals, the cow.
Taking a critical look at the assumptions and
misinformation about meat, Sacred Cow points out
the flaws in our current food system and in the
proposed “solutions.” Inside, Rodgers and Wolf reveal
contrarian but science-based findings, such as: Meat
and animal fat are essential for our bodies. A
sustainable food system cannot exist without animals.
A vegan diet may destroy more life than sustainable
cattle farming. Regenerative cattle ranching is one of
our best tools at mitigating climate change. You’ll also
find practical guidance on how to support sustainable
farms and a 30-day challenge to help you transition to
a healthful and conscientious diet. With scientific
rigor, deep compassion, and wit, Rodgers and Wolf
argue unequivocally that meat (done right) should
have a place on the table. It’s not the cow, it’s the
how!

The Red Cow and Her Friends
Meeting my old world family connections from the St.
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Clair, old
Masonic and Templar original root families,
of many different noble families, my curiosity to
remove the veil between the old world and the new
drove me to dig very deep. My internal question of
"what is there in a name?" inspired me to keep
searching until I finally discovered that our own family
is a direct paternal descendant of the King of Tara (all
Ireland) from 832 to 846. We apparently were hidden
away so our uncle, the King of the Picts and of
Scotland, as well as others, could not molest our
heritage. This book is a bit of the summary of some of
these discoveries and other teachings and
understandings from our families. Following the root
of related names with the help of DNA and other
research we will hopefully unravel an astounding
mystery that should impact many hundreds of
families in their understanding of who they truly are
and what their real responsibilities are in carrying the
chalice forward.

The Reindeer Chronicles
Greenhouse gas emissions by the livestock sector
could be cut by as much as 30 percent through the
wider use of existing best practices and technologies.
FAO conducted a detailed analysis of GHG emissions
at multiple stages of various livestock supply chains,
including the production and transport of animal feed,
on-farm energy use, emissions from animal digestion
and manure decay, as well as the post-slaughter
transport, refrigeration and packaging of animal
products. This report represents the most
comprehensive estimate made to-date of livestocks
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contribution
to global warming as well as the sectors
potential to help tackle the problem. This publication
is aimed at professionals in food and agriculture as
well as policy makers.

Cows of Our Planet
Mindy Moo Cow lives on smiling face farm with her
friends David Dog, Cindy Cat, Pasty Pony and Jeff
Jackrabbit. When three little ducklings disobey their
mother and leave the safety of the pond, danger
follows them every step of the way. It's up to Mindy
and the farm animals to rescue them before it's to
late.

Cow Coloring Book for Adults
In Cows Save the Planet, journalist Judith D. Schwartz
looks at soil as a crucible for our many overlapping
environmental, economic, and social crises. Schwartz
reveals that for many of these problems—climate
change, desertification, biodiversity loss, droughts,
floods, wildfires, rural poverty, malnutrition, and
obesity—there are positive, alternative scenarios to
the degradation and devastation we face. In each
case, our ability to turn these crises into opportunities
depends on how we treat the soil. Drawing on the
work of thinkers and doers, renegade scientists and
institutional whistleblowers from around the world,
Schwartz challenges much of the conventional
thinking about global warming and other problems.
For example, land can suffer from undergrazing as
well as overgrazing, since certain landscapes, such as
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grasslands,
require the disturbance from livestock to
thrive. Regarding climate, when we focus on carbon
dioxide, we neglect the central role of water in
soil—"green water"—in temperature regulation. And
much of the carbon dioxide that burdens the
atmosphere is not the result of fuel emissions, but
from agriculture; returning carbon to the soil not only
reduces carbon dioxide levels but also enhances soil
fertility. Cows Save the Planet is at once a primer on
soil's pivotal role in our ecology and economy, a call
to action, and an antidote to the despair that
environmental news so often leaves us with.
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